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Abstract: The power quality requirement is one of the most 

important issues especially with the introduction of 

sophisticated device whose performance is very sensitive to 

the quality of power supply. Power quality problem is an 

occurrence manifested as a nonstandard voltage, current or 

frequency that results in failure of end user equipment. One 

of the major problem deal with sag and harmonics .To solve 

this problem series compensation is used to improve power 

quality of an isolated power system is considered. The role 

of compensator not only mitigates voltage sag but also 

reduces harmonics due to presence of nonlinear load in the 

network. In this paper series compensation is proposed and 

principle of harmonics mitigation is explained and the 

compensation strategies and control philosophy used in 

series compensation is explain. The isolated power system 

model is simulated in mat lab Simulink software and 

simulation result shows the reduce harmonics and thus 

improve power quality of the isolated power system 

Keywords: Harmonics, Power quality problem, injection 

transformer, ESS, VSI, 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Power quality problems encompass a wide range of 

disturbances such as voltage sags/swells, flickers, harmonics 

distortion, impulse transient, and interruptions. Sag is a 

decrease of R.M.S voltage to a value between 0.1to 0.9 p.u 

and lasting for a duration 0.5cycle to 1minute .voltage sag as 

a voltage dip. Voltage sag is mainly due to system fault.  

Harmonics are sinusoidal voltage or current having 

frequencies that are integer multiple of the frequency at 

which supply system are designed to operate (termed the 

fundamental frequency for usually 50or 60 Hz. Isolated 

power systems are commonly found in rural and remote areas 

of the world. Isolated power systems are characterized by 

limiting generating capacity. The sensitive loads which are 

present in the isolated power systems are much more affected 

by the power quality problems. Power Electronics and 

Advanced Control technologies have made it possible to 

mitigate power quality problems and maintain the operation 

of sensitive loads. Among power system disturbances, 

voltage sags, swells and harmonics are some of the severe 

problems to the sensitive loads, because 

 The occurrence of voltage sag in the system can 

cause devices/process down time, effect on product 

quality failure/malfunction of equipment etc. 

 The occurrence of harmonics in the system can 

cause excessive losses and heating in motors, 

capacitors and transformers connected to the system. 

 

To avoid those undesirable affects the proposed method 

mitigates the problems caused by voltage sag and harmonics. 

In the proposed system Voltage sag occurs due to the three 

phase fault in the transmission line and harmonics occurs due 

to the connection of controlled six pulse converter to the 

main drive load (nonlinear load). All these factors affect the 

sensitive load which is connected in parallel to the main 

drive load. So the proposed system protects the sensitive load 

by mitigating the voltage sags and harmonics using series 

compensation technique. 

 

A. Main sources, causes of electrical power quality problem-  

Power quality problem is an occur as a non-standard voltage, 

current and frequency. The power quality has serious 

economic implications for customers, utilities and electrical 

equipment manufacturers. However, in practice, power 

systems, especially the isolated systems are some of the 

source of distortion. 

 

Causes of dips, sags and surges:  

1. Rural location remote from power source  

2. Unbalanced load on a three phase system  

3. Switching of heavy loads 

4. Long distance from a distribution transformer with 

interposed loads  

5. Unreliable grid systems 

6. Equipment’s not suitable for local supply 

 

B. Major problems that arise from harmonic    distortion 

are: 

a) Extra losses and heating in rotating machines and 

capacitors  

b) Over voltages due to resonance  

c) Interference with ripple control systems used in Demand 

Side Management (DSM)  

d) Telephone interference caused by noise on telephone lines  

 

II. SYSTEMMODEL 

Among the power quality problems (sags, swells, 

harmonics…), voltage sags are the most severe disturbances. 

In order to overcome these problems the concept of.  Series 

compensator which is used in power distribution network, 

the function of s.c. will be to inject the missing voltage in 

order to regulate the load voltage from any disturbance due 

to immediate  distort of source voltage. The DC side of SC is 

connected to an energy source or an energy storage device, 

while its ac side is connected to the three-phase inter facing 

injection transformer. Typical isolated power system model 
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as shown in fig [1] is used to explain the proposed harmonics 

compensation method of sc. The upstream generator are 

aggregated and represented as an ideal voltage source. Zs 

represented equivalent source impedance.  The main drive 

load connected to source through power convertor small 

capacity of sensitive load is assumed to be supplied through 

point of common coupling and molded by resistor in parallel 

with capacitor. This is connected upstream   from sensitive 

load through a injection transformer.  It is series connected 

with sensitive load. 

Fig. 1.Typical isolated power system model 

Basic Configuration of SC:  

The general configuration of the sc consists of:  

a) An Injection/ Booster transformer/Isolation transformer  

b) Harmonic filter/Passive filter  

c) Storage Devices/ESS  

d) Voltage Source Converter (VSC)/VSI  

e) DC charging circuit  

f) Control and Protection system 

 

a. Injection/ Booster transformer/Isolation transformer- 

The Injection / Booster transformer is a specially designed 

transformer that attempts to limit the coupling of noise and 

transient energy from the primary side to the secondary side. 

In a three-phase system, either three single-phase transformer 

units or one three phase transformer unit can be used for 

voltage injection purpose. The injection transformer 

comprises of two side voltages namely the high voltage side 

and low voltage side. The basic function of the injection 

transformer is to increase the voltage supplied by the filtered 

VSI output to the desired level while isolating the sc circuit 

from the distribution network. The transformer winding ratio 

is pre-determined according to the voltage required in the 

secondary side of the transformer (generally this is kept equal 

to the supply voltage to allow the sc to compensate for full 

voltage sag). 

 

b. Harmonic filter/Passive filter-  

The passive filters can be placed on the high voltage side or 

the converter side of the injection transformers. Basically 

filter unit consists of inductor (L) and capacitor (C). In SC, 

filters are used to convert the inverted PWM waveform into a 

sinusoidal waveform. This can be achieved by eliminating 

the unwanted harmonic components generated by the VSI 

action. Higher orders harmonic components distort the 

compensated output voltage. The unnecessary switching 

harmonics generated by the VSI must be removed from the 

injected voltage waveform in order to maintain an acceptable 

Total Harmonics Distortion 

 

c. Storage Devices/ESS-  

This is required to provide active power to the load during 

deep voltage sags. Lead-acid batteries, flywheel or SMES 

can be used for energy storage. It is also possible to provide 

the required power on the DC side of the VSI by an auxiliary 

bridge converter that is fed from an auxiliary AC supply. The 

sc need real power for compensation purpose during voltage 

disturbance in the distribution system. In this case the real 

power of the sc must be supplied by energy storage device 

when the voltage disturbance occurs. The energy storage 

device such as battery is responsible to supply an energy 

source in D.C form. 

A VSC is a power electronic system consists of a storage 

device and switching devices, which can generate a 

sinusoidal voltage at any required frequency, magnitude, and 

phase angle. 

 

d. DC charging circuit- 

The dc charging circuit has two main tasks.  

(i) The first task is to charge the energy source after a sag 

compensation event.  

(ii) The second task is to maintain dc link voltage at the 

nominal dc link voltage.  

 

e. principal of harmonic compensation 

Vs is the distorted phase voltage of upstream source side Wo 

is Fundamental Frequency, n is harmonic order, Von is zero 

phase sequence Voltage Component, V1n & Ф1n are peak 

and Phase value of +Ve Phase sequence Voltage Component, 

V2n & Ф2n are peak & phase of the –Ve phase sequence 

Voltage Component. 
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The distorted phase Voltage Vs1 Us is Undesirable at the 

sensitive load terminals. Parameters of sc test system 
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From eq 1&2 

 

ShSS VVV  1 …………………….(3) 

 

Where Vsh is contain all Harmonic components in Eq.1 

The proposed voltage injection method is to inject voltage 

component in series with Vs & the Desirable injection 

voltages would contain all harmonic component in Eq.1. 
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Hens from eq. 1 & 2 injection voltage from sc would be     

SSShout VVVV  1  

Where outV   is the injection voltage  

 SV  1 is the fundamental voltage  

SV  is the distorted voltage 

ShV  h is the harmonic voltage  

 

f. Controlled structure use in series compensation 

The harmonics is generated in the load terminals using six 

pulse converters with fixed firing angle are connected to the 

main drive nonlinear load which is parallel to the sensitive 

load. Voltage sag is created at load terminals via a three 

phase fault. The above voltage problems are sensed 

separately and passed through the sequence analyzer. The 

magnitude component is compared with reference voltage 

(Vref). Pulse width Modulation (PWM) control technique [6] 

is applied for inverter switching so as to produce a three 

phase 50 Hz sinusoidal voltage at the load terminals. 

Chopping frequency is in the range of few KHz. The IGBT 

inverter is controlled with PI controller in order to maintain 1 

per unit voltage at the load terminals. PI controller 

(Proportional Integral Controller) is a closed loop controller 

which drives the plant to be controlled with a weighted sum 

of the error (difference between the output and the desired set 

point) and the integral of that value. One advantage of a 

proportional plus integral controller is that the integral term 

in a PI controller causes the steady-state error to be zero for a 

step input. PI controller input is an actuating signal which is 

the difference between the Vref and Vin. Output of the 

controller block is of the form of δ. 

Output of comparator = Vref – Vin 

Where (1p.u. =Base Voltage) 

Vref equal to 1 p.u. voltage 

Vin voltage in p.u. at the load terminals. The angle δ is 

provided to the PWM signal generator to obtain desired firing 

sequence. The sinusoidal signal Vcontrol is phase-modulated 

by means of the angle δ. In this way the angle δ is produced 

in three phases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

g. Parameters of series compensator 

 
1 Phase to phase rms voltage 440volt 

2 Line frequency 50Hz 

3 Source impedance Ls=.005Mh 

Rs=.001ohm 

4 Injection transformer ratio 1:1 

5 Main drive load 1MW,100VAR 

6 Sensitive load 1KW,20var 

7 Inverter IGBT based 

3arms,6pulse,carrier 

frequency=2000HZ 

8 PI-controller Kp=0.5 

Ki=50 

Sampling 

time=50microsec 

Table. 1. System Parameters 

Simulation result and conclusion

 
 

Fig. 2. Simulink model without series compensation 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Output and THD in harmonics order in phase1 

without series compensation 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Output and THD in harmonics order in phase2 
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without series compensator 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Output and THD in harmonics order in phase3 

without series compensator 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Simulink model with series compensation 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Output and THD in harmonics order in phase1 with 

series compensator 

 
 

Fig. 8. output and THD in harmonics order in phase2 with 

series compensator 

 

 
 

Fig. 9. Output and thud in harmonics order in phase1 with 

series compensator 

 

III. CONCLUSION AND RESULT 

The following tables shown the simulation result carried out 

with and without series compensation in mitigation 

harmonics 

 

A. Without series compensation 

SR.NO PHASE THD 

1 Phase (a) 13.30% 

2 Phase (b) 14.66% 

3 Phase (c) 10.84% 

 

B. With series compensation 

SR.NO PHASE THD 

1 Phase (a) 6.37% 

2 Phase (b) 6.36% 
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3 Phase (c) 6.37% 

 

Harmonics produced by the nonlinear load are harmful to the 

sensitive load, which is connected in parallel with nonlinear 

load. In the method of series compensation reduced the 

harmonics and increased power quality by using series 

compensator. Total harmonics distortion (THD) of power 

system is reduced with series compensation. The simulation 

result carried out with series compensator. The percentage of 

harmonics distortion in the sensitive load side in phase (a) 

6.37%.in phase (b) 6.36%.in phase (c) 6.37% shows using 

FFT analysis fig (7, 8 and 9). The generated harmonics is 

reduced approximately 50% as compare to without series 

compensator 
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